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FFOORR  IIMMMMEEDDIIAATTEE  RREELLEEAASSEE::  

PHONE buys ABC® Mobile ABC Platform 

London, UK - May 16th, 2011 – PHONE Ltd 
secures the worlds leading mobile Phone 
platform. 

“Today Internet Phone has become a 
market commodity in major parts of the 
world. Tomorrow you will do the same 
from your mobile covering the entire 
world, easier faster and more secure”, says 
AB CED CEO of PHONE. 

"We are proud to have achieved and 
agreement with EC," says Mr. BB, CEO of 
ABC, Germany. "We have spent five years 
developing the ABC® platform and are 
happy to see a Global player like AA take 
over.” R&D will remain in Germany.  

ABC® - Secure Mobile Phones 

ABC® is the only true mobile Phone “app” 
in the market today. Most High street retail 
banks claim to have a mobile app, but what 
it really boils down to is that it is only a link 
to their internet bank. 

Our system is cost-effective in use, superior 
ease of use, very fast, runs without any 
card readers or other devices It is tested 
from all corners of the world on hundreds 
of handsets. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
About AA 
AA delivers a ABC agnostic Phone system 
having the same functions as an advanced 
Internet bank, with options also covering 
the need of insurance companies, real 
estate brokers etc in one single expandable 
platform. HQ is located in the UK, with 
representatives all over the world. 

About BB 
BB is a consulting company that provides 
software development, consulting services 
and project management within the bank 
and finance market. BB also offers user-
friendly and high security mobile 
commerce solutions which can significant 
strengthen the customer's 
competitiveness. BB has since its inception 
in 1995 evolved to become a major 
supplier to many of the nation's largest 
companies. Our staff has high professional 
competence, experience and a results-
oriented attitude. 

For more information Contact: 
Mr. AB C, CEO AA 
email; abc@der.com 
ABC +44(0)123456789 

Mr. DE F, CTO BB 
email; def@BB.com 
ABC +40 123456789 
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